Four ideas that wont to express the essence of something always current and sophisticated, the black combined with the tradition of the made in Italy,
always present but expressed in a more contemporary way, word and signs that link the past to the future.
#1

The definition of the word “Heratage” from the vocabulary
expresses in only one phrase the importance that fashion
had and still has in the world.
A sophisticated graphic solution that uses a black print
on a black shirt, almost to want to whisper something
that don’t need to be screamed.

black rubber print

#2

The details of a flower [#23982], located at the bottom
of the shirt, it’s stylized and magnified on all the front part
of the shirt creating a kind of black shadow.
The same flower that, with different languages, colleague
the past to the present.

black rubber print + silk-screen printing

#3

The written “Heritage”, repeated multiple times in different
languages, retrace with only one word the history of fashion
and of his route through the different countries.
The glitch effect, printed on a black rubber strip that runs
all the shirt on the front and on the back, it makes it current
and contemporary.

black rubber print + silk-screen printing

heritage

#4

The animalier theme it’s mixed with the chasmire theme.
The chasmire pattern [#00077] take the place of the
animalier textures included in stylized drawings of animals
head creating a current graphics that at the same time
recall the past and the origins.
The detail of the application makes the shirt more refined
and sophisticated.

cloth applied and sewn
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“

heritage /’heritidʒ / noun
the art, buildings, traditions and beliefs
that a society considers important
to its history and culture.

”

